
November highlights, industry news and happenings from Bedrock Automation.

The most important issue facing automation today is cyber security and its potential impact to the safety 
of people, equipment, and intellectual property. New system designs must be intrinsically hardened to a 
range of cyber threats from ransomware to EMP, in the same way that PLCs, DCSs and safety systems 
have been historically hardened to conventional environmental and operational stress. There can be no 
compromise: The primary tenets of automation systems must be to deliver the appropriate levels of 
reliability, safety, and security to protect capital, people, and communities.

When automation is designed to be intrinsically secure, users and our communities win. While 
intrinsically secure automation systems, sensors and actuators are more complicated to design and 
build, the end result of such a design effort is automation that is much simpler to own. It can also be 
proven that secure-by-design yield double-digit reductions in applied life-cycle costs. Owner/operators 
must expect this from their suppliers.

At the beginning of this year, we released Cybershield 2.0 – a revolutionary software defined upgrade to 
the security posture of our Bedrock platform. Stay tuned as Cybershield 3.0 is around the corner to 
once again raise the bar and lower the cost of intrinsic security for Open and Secure Automation.

Respectfully,

Albert Rooyakkers 
Founder, CEO 
Bedrock Automation

https://bedrockautomation.com/
https://bedrockautomation.com/


IDE Version 1.6 now available for download. 
Major functional improvements to our free  
Integrated Development Environment include:

Easier and more advanced DIY
diagnostic capabilities! Our log monitor
now runs on Windows and is capable of
storing event log messages from Bedrock
OSA controllers to an SQL database.

Improved certificate management and a
simplified profile interface! We made it
easier to switch between different profiles
with different access rights to controllers,
as well as accommodating advanced
smart card and biometric capabilities. 

Bedrock Automation awarded ISO 9001
certification. Bedrock successfully completed
a no findings 3rd party audit of ISO 9001
requirements for “applying a quality system for
the development, engineering, manufacture,
and sales of cyber secure process control
equipment.” At Bedrock, we emphasize a
culture of continuous improvement and remain
dedicated to producing a zero defect product
with the highest quality tools and support.

New Bedrock Secure Proxy solution now 
available. Combine the security benefits of 
segregating legacy OT controllers from external 
networks while retaining the ability to monitor 
and communicate with those same controllers!
We secure legacy controllers by drawing on the 
power and flexibility of public key infrastructure 
(PKI) and Transport Layer Security (TLS) 
technology, along with the integration of open-
standards communication protocols to deliver 
advanced security capabilities designed 
specifically for the ICS environment.

Want to learn more and see how this works?
Watch Chris Harlow, Bedrock Product Manager, 
explain this simple and extremely effective 
approach to building up your ICS defenses.
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Bedrock Webinar: Fundamentals for IIoT 
Open and Secure Design and Deployment. 
IIoT is the convergence of sensing, actuation, 
networks and computation, enabled by the 
evolution of many different technologies. The 
resulting flat automation architectures, also 
defined by terms like Edge Networks and 
Industry 4.0, are filled with opportunity and risk, 
including improved performance, reliability and 
lifecycle cost, weighed against complexity, cyber 
security, and ROI.  How do users exploit the 
value of IIoT? What standards and technologies 
are needed to ensure interoperability and cyber 
security? What of the millions of installed 
sensors, actuators and traditional ICS systems?
In summary, is it real and does it matter? 

Join Albert Rooyakkers, CEO of Bedrock 
Automation, in a Control Global Webinar on 
December 13th when he shares the innovative 
designs, technologies and standards that 
ensure Open and Secure Automation extends to 
the IIoT. Register here today.
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